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One of the properties of an array omposed of xed-pointed elements, su h as FASR-C
and the LWA, is that the gain, or e e tive olle ting area will be a fun tion of position in the
sky be ause of the primary pattern of the basi array element. This brief memo presents two
plots of the array element gain as a fun tion of hour angle for the sun at summer solsti e,
the equinoxes, and winter solsti e plus the de lination of the gala ti enter.
In Figure 1 the elements are pointed to the zenith, and Figure 2 is for elements pointed
to the interse tion of the elestial equator and the meridian. The array's geographi latitude
is assumed to be +34 degrees. The antenna element power pattern is taken to be ir ularly
symmetri with the relative gain, in dB, given by
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where  is the angular distan e from the antenna axis. This pattern has a gain of -2.6 dB at
45 , -3.3 dB at 50 , -5.1 dB at 60 , whi h is fairly representative of a dipole over ground or
a low-gain log-periodi dipole array.
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Sin e the type of array antenna element hosen for FASR-C or the LWA may depend
on whether its pattern is dire ted toward the zenith or not, the users of these two arrays
should evaluate the s ienti merits of the two options presented and dis uss them with
the antenna designers. Zenith-pointing antennas are probably easier to onstru t, hen e,
heaper for frequen ies below 100 MHz, but the ost di eren es have yet to be explored.
More omplex options, su h as two xed antennas pointed on either side of the meridian an
be omputed on request.
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Fig. 1.| Hour-angle dependen e of antenna gain for a xed, zenith-pointing array antenna
element at the de linations of the summer solsti e, equinoxes, winter solsti e, and gala ti
enter.
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Fig. 2.| Hour-angle dependen e of antenna gain for a xed, array antenna element pointed
toward the interse tion of the elestial equator and the meridian at the de linations of the
summer solsti e, equinoxes, winter solsti e, and gala ti enter. Note that the summer
solsti e gain at large hour angles is substantially lower than it is for the zenith-pointing
antenna.

